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Abstract 
To resolving the conflict in engineering optimization design of highly complex and nonlinear constraints, a new 
particle swarm optimization algorithm with adaptive inertia weight is proposed. In this algorithm, inertia weight is 
adaptively changed according to the current evolution speed and aggregation degree of the swarm, which provides the 
algorithm with dynamic adaptability, enhances the search ability and convergence performance of the algorithm. 
Finally, the validity of the algorithm is verified through an optimization example. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [CEIS 2011] 
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1. Introduction 
In collaborative product designs, the conflicts of collaborative product design are opposition and lack 
of agreement in design goals or variables determination among designer. Supposed that, Xj is the 
available design variable of designer Dj（Xj∈Qj）.
Usually, design team expects the design is the optimal in each sub goal, that is 
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We can know, as product and engineering design becomes more and more complicated, the objective 
function of optimization design is increasingly high dimensional, non-convex, and highly nonlinear. 
Therefore, finding a simple optimization method that can obtain global optimal quickly and effectively 
has an important significance to design conflict resolution and optimization. 
In recent years, particle swarm optimization (PSO) has been proven to be a better global optimization 
method with simple operation and parallel search[1]. PSO is a stochastic optimization technique 
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motivated by the behavior of a flock of birds. It was first developed and introduced by Kennedy and 
Eberhart in 1995[2]. The algorithm is robust, well suited to handle non-linear, non-convex design 
problems. Recently, Because of its high convergence speed and relative simplicity, it has attracted a lot of 
attention from researchers and been successfully used to solve global optimization problems in 
engineering design[3,4,5]. But in PSO, particles demonstrate strong convergence character during 
searching process, leading to rapidly species diversity loss and easily premature convergence. Thus, how 
to choose a reasonable value of inertia weight is the key to solve this problem. Aiming at the problem, we 
improve PSO to provide a more efficient and effective design optimization method. 
2. Basic PSO and LDIPSO 
In Basic PSO, population is called a swarm and individuals are referred as particles. Particles fly in the 
n-dimensional search space according to a speed. Suppose that there are M particles in the swarm, Each 
particle represents a possible solution to the optimization problem. Particle i has a position xi=(xi1, xi2,…,
xin) and a velocity vi=(vi1, vi2,…, vin). 
Assume that particle i attains the best position in the current iteration t, the position and velocity of 
particles are adapted according to the following equations. 
vid(t+1)=wvid(t)+ c1r1(pid(t)-xid(t))+ c2r2(pgd(t)-xid(t)).                                                                     (2) 
xid(t+1)= xid(t)+vid(t+1)   i=1, 2,…, M; d=1, 2,…, n.                                                                      (3)
where vid is the velocity of particle i in dimension d, r1 and r2 are random numbers in the interval [0, 1]. 
c1 and c2 are two positive constants, denoting cognitive coefficient and social coefficient respectively. 
Typically, they are both set to a value of 2.0. Pbest(t) is the personal best position of particle i at t-th 
iteration, gbest(t) is the global best position of the swarm at t-th iteration. w is inertia weight, it is 
employed to control the exploration abilities and convergence behaviour of the swarm.  
PSO with Linearly Decreasing Inertia weight (LDIPSO). As a swarm intelligence method, BPSO 
always convergence prematurely, especially in complex multi-peak optimization problems. Experiments 
have proved that large w allow for wide velocity updates, while small inertia values concentrate the 
velocity updates. It is better to initially set w to a large value to make better global exploration and 
gradually decrease the weight to get more refined solutions. In order to get a better global optimal 
solution, w is usually decreased linearly by Eq.4. 
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where, wmax and wmin is the maximum and minimum value of inertia weight w, t is the current 
iteration, Maxiter is the maximum number of iterations.  
However, in LDIPSO, on one hand, w is only related to the number of iteration, it can not make 
adjustments effectively according to the non-linear changing. On the other hand, as w linearly decreases, 
LDIPSO lacks global search ability in the latter stage of search process, easily converges to local optima. 
3. PSO with adaptive inertia weight 
In order to deal with these problems, an improved PSO with adaptive inertia weight, called AIWPSO, 
is proposed. Inertia weight w changes adaptively and dynamically according to the evolution speed and 
aggregation degree of the swarm  
Evolution speed of swarm. An important factor which influences the performance of PSO is the 
evolution speed. In search process, the current fitness value of global optimal solution f(gbest(t)) should be 
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better than or at least equal to the value of last iteration f(gbest(t-1)). For the maximization problem, 
f(gbest(t))≥f(gbest(t-1)), while for the minimization problem, f(gbest(t))≤f(gbest(t-1)) .  
Define the evolution speed (ES) as 
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According to the definition of ES, ES not only demonstrates the dynamical change of particle evolution, 
but also reflects the evolution speed of the swarm. The smaller ES is, the faster evolution speed is. When 
ES is equal to 1 for several iterations, the algorithm has got the global optimal. 
Aggregation degree of swarm. Another important impacting factor of PSO performance is the 
aggregation degree of the swarm. Using the meaning of variance for reference, we define aggregation 
degree (AD) as  
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where, f  is the average fitness of the swarm. The aggregation degree is particle diversity of the swarm 
essentially. It can be concluded that smaller AD indicates the particles aggregate closely, particle diversity 
is low. The algorithm is likely to premature convergence. On the contrary, larger AD manifests the 
particles are diverse.  
Adaptive inertia weight w. The evolution speed and aggregation degree show dynamical and non-
linear change in the search process preferably. Meanwhile, inertia weight w is the most important 
parameter that impacting the exploration ability of PSO. In fact, inertia weight w should be adjusted 
according to the change of evolution speed and aggregation degree.  
If the evolution speed of the swarm is fast, w should increase to enhance the global exploration ability, 
so that particles can search the optima in a larger space. When the evolution speed of particles slows 
down, w should be decreased to maintain the particles searching in a small space to find the optimal 
solution more quickly. In addition, in the early, global search ability of the algorithm should be 
strengthened. If the diversity of PSO decreases, the adjustment for w should be larger. While in the late, 
the adjustment should be smaller to enhance the local exploration ability to avoid the fine particles is 
destroyed. Therefore, set a number t*, when t is less than t*, increasing the adjustment for w, and when t
is more than t*, decreasing the adjustment.
To sum up, inertia weight w should increase as the aggregation degree gets high, while w decreases as 
evolution speed becomes slow. Thus, taking w as a function of ES and AD.
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where, wstar is the initial value of w, k1 and k2 is the evolution speed coefficient and aggregation degree 
coefficient. AIWPSO is so designed to maintain population diversity as well as good convergence 
performance.  
Then, the velocity of the particles is adapted according to the following equation. 
vid(t+1)=wi(t)vid(t)+c1r1(pid(t)-xid(t))+ c2r2(pgd(t)-xid(t)).                                                                      (8)
The procedure of AIW-PSO is as following. 
Step 1: Get the parameters such as the maximum number of iteration, the swarm size M, c1, c2, wstar, t*, 
range of [vmin, v max]. Set the value of particles best position (Pbest) and global best position (gbest) to a 
infinitely large positive number L.
Step 2: Then, Initialize the positions and velocities of the particles. 
Step 3: Evaluate the fitness function of all particles in the swarm, find the Pbest of each particle and 
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update its objective value. Similarly, find thegbest among all the particles and update its objective value.  
Step 4: If stopping criterion is met or the maximum number of iteration is reached, go to step 9. 
Otherwise continue. 
Step 5: Evaluate the ES according to Eq.5 and theAD according to Eq.6. 
Step 6: Evaluate the inertia weight according to Eq.7, so that each particles movement is directly 
controlled by its fitness value. 
Step 7: Update the velocity and position of each particle according to Eq.8 and Eq.3 respectively. 
Step 8: Increase iteration counter by one. Go to step 3.  
Step 9: Output the global best position (gbest) and its fieness value. End 
4. Case Study
In this section, we give an optimization example of crane girder design to verify the validity and 
effectiveness of AIWPSO. Fig. 2 shows the main girder section of crane[6]. 
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Fig. 2.  Calculation and section diagram of crane girder 
The design variables to be optimized can be written: X=(x1, x2, x3, x4). The optimization objective is to 
seek the smallest cross-section. The objective function of the problem can be formulated as follows: min 
f(x)=x1x3+x2x4-2x3x4.
All the inequality constraints can be expressed in mathematical form as follows: 
g1(x)=k2/(3x1
2x2x4+x1
3x3)-1.5×10-2≤0; 
g2(x)=k1[(p1+0.0078WL)/(3x1x2x4+x1
2x3)+p2/(3x1x2x3+x2
2x4)]-1.373×105≤0; g3(x)=x1/x3-160≤0; 
g4(x)=x2/x4-60≤0; g5(x)=70-x1≤0; g6(x)=30-x2≤0; g7(x)=0.5-x3≤0;g8(x)=0.5-x4≤0.  
k1=3L/4; k2=pL
3/(16.8×106); W=x1x3+x2x4; L=10.5m; p=p1=p2=1.1768×105kPa.
Using the exterior penal function as the penalty function of the constraints. Thus, Fitness function can 
be defined as follows: f(x)=x1x3+x2x4-2x3x4+μ∑{max[0, gi(x)]}2,μ=2t.
In the experiment, Maxiter is set to 400. The size of the swarm is 50. In addition, the basic parameter 
settings are: in GA, Pc=0.80, Pm=0.1; in LDIPSO, w decrease from 0.9 to 0.4，c1=c2=2. Experiments 
have indicated that when k1 belongs to in the range of [0.4, 0.6] and k2 belongs to in the range of [0.05, 
0.2], the performance of AIWPSO is better. Therefore, k1 is set to 0.5 and k2 is set to 0.1 in this 
experiment. wstar is set to1.0, t*=35, c1=c2=2. The performance of AIWPSO and other compared methods 
is evaluated in terms of the quality of optimum solution and the rate of convergence. Each test runs 50 
times. The optimization results obtained by different algorithms are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1  The optimization results of different algorithms
parameters 
algorithms 
x1 x2 x3 x4
objective value
GA 75.20 32.9 0.4 0.6 49.340 
BPSO 74.60 31.4 0.4 0.5 45.140 
LDI-PSO 72.70 30.8 0.4 0.5 44.080 
AIW-PSO 72.18 30.3 0.3 0.5 36.504 
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Fig. 3.  Fitness curve of different algorithms 
Table 1 shows that the proposed AIWPSO algorithm found better design solution than other 
contrasting methods. Meanwhile, figure 3 illustrates that the iteration generation at which GA, BPSO, 
LDIPSO and the proposed AIWPSO algorithm find the best design solutions are 212, 124, 89 and 64, 
respectively. It is indicated that AIWPSO algorithm is of the highest efficiency, requires lesser 
computational effort and find the best design solutions than other methods. When optimizing in each 
generation, the AIWPSO algorithm reduces searching time and avoids premature convergence by 
adaptively and dynamically changing inertia weigh according to the evolution speed and aggregation 
degree of the swarm. The faster convergence speed and the better target value indicate that the proposed 
AIWPSO offers superior performance to that of other contrast algorithms. 
Conclusions 
An improved particle swarm optimization with adaptive inertia weight is presented to optimize the 
engineering design. It takes inertia weight as the function of current evolution speed and aggregation 
degree of the swarm. The simulation results clearly show that the proposed method has faster 
convergence speed, and can get high quality solution than GA, BPSO and LDI-PSO.  
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